
  

  
 
 

Assessment of Learning Committee (ALC) 
Monday, December 8, 2014 

Admin 131 - 2:30pm to 4:00pm 
 

SLO Coordinators: Russell Serr and Karen Whitney 
  
Recorder: Isabelle Peña 

 
Attendees: 

Academic Affairs ECC – Bob Klier 
Deans’ Representative – Jean Shankweiler 
Behavioral & Social Sciences – Janet Young 
Fine Arts – Vince Palacios & Harrison Storms 
Fine Arts Associate Dean – Diane Hayden 

Humanities – Argelia Andrade 
Industry & Technology – Sue Ellen Warren 
Mathematical Sciences – Susanne Bucher  
Student & Community Advancement – Robin Dreizler 

 
MINUTES 

 
I. Call to Order 

Meeting was called to order at 2:38 p.m. 
 

II. Approval of Minutes 

Russell S. moved to approve the minutes for the 11/24/2014 ALC meeting and the motion was seconded 
by Jean S.  Motion was carried. 

 
III. Reports  

 Adjunct Best Practices – Karen Whitney 
(Handout: “ALC Recommendations for Best Practices:  Adjuncts and the SLO Process”) 

A. This is a follow-up to a previous discussion on Adjunct Best Practices. The document (handout) 
summarizes the conclusions that the ALC came to, based on the various information on effective SLO 
practices that she received from the different divisions. This was also presented to the Academic 
Senate last week.   If there are any changes that the ALC wants to make, they can still be done as this 
process is being fine-tuned.  Karen W. included two areas of recommendations—General 
Recommendations and Procedural Recommendations (see handout). 
1. The SLO Coordinators encourage the entire faculty to access and understand TracDat. 
2. One-on-one communication between adjunct faculty and faculty course leads is the most 

important and most successful. 
3. The SLO Coordinators do not expect the department reps and faculty leads to be responsible for 

completing those assessments that they may be overseeing. 

B. Diane H. asked if the coordinators are planning to have an SLO project for Spring Flex Day.  Janet Y. 
suggested one on writing and understanding rubrics since some people still don’t understand what a 
rubric is.  Karen W. thought this was a good idea and thought that a focus on rubrics and refining our 
rubrics could possibly be one of the ALC goals for the Spring 2015 semester. 
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IV.  PLO Presentation – Janet Young 

(PowerPoint and Handout: Childhood Education PLO 4-column Assessment Report)  

 Janet Young presented an example of a PLO that was assessed in Childhood Education.  It simply shows an 
example of a PLO (PLO #4) that has been assessed three times and shows how it has gotten better with 
each consecutive assessment; however, it is not a meant to be a model of an exemplary PLO; Janet Y. 
encouraged the ALC to make comments and suggestions during the presentation as well. 

A. Janet Y. stated that the assessment method was from a practicum class that she teaches, looking at 
the field work and internship evaluation form that she fills out (as the practicum instructor) and the 
teachers (mentor teacher) fill out; students are observed weekly and formally at mid-term and at the 
end of the semester (see attached, Child Development 169 - Final Evaluation Form).  Janet presented 
the process that her department went through when they assessed this PLO (see attached, Program 
Learning Outcome #4 - Designing Environments for Child - Spring 2014 and 20-Question Survey with 
comments from faculty). 
1. Diane H. asked how the rubric for this PLO differs from rubric for the course SLO.  Janet Y. stated 

that the evaluation for the course SLO has other parts to it whereas the evaluation for this PLO 
only includes questions directly related to this PLO; the questions for the PLO evaluation is a 
subset of the course SLO evaluation.  In this example, the evaluation questions come from only 
one course. 

2. Diane H. asked if they found the same findings at the course level; Janet Y. stated that they did not 
use course SLO data in assessing this. 

3. Diane H. stated that the Fine Arts faculty was having a hard time differentiating PLO assessments 
vs. assessments for course level SLOs.  Janet Y. stated that there are two ways to assess a PLO: 
a. Gathering all the SLO data from courses in a program, analyze it and use that for the PLO 

assessment. 
b. Assessing a PLO on its own, without using SLO data. For example, in this case, the Childhood 

Education department decided to do it differently because there are certain courses that are 
associated with the PLO so they want to use that data for the PLO assessment method and 
results.  Also, they did not have enough of the course SLO assessments done to be able to 
integrate the SLO data for assessing PLOs, but they will definitely look into this. 

4. Harrison S. asked how Art Department PLOs have been assessed compared to the Childhood 
Education PLO example. Karen W. responded that the first time that the Art PLO assessment was 
done in 2009, it was done somewhat similar to what the Childhood Education did (IV.A.3.b. 
above), where it was its own assessment, separated from the course level information.  Then 
when they came back to it in Spring 2014, they added in another level to the assessment, bringing 
in course level data in addition to doing the same separate assessment that was done previously; 
and it seemed that once they did the write-up of the assessment, they found that course level 
data was supported by that secondary assessment so that you can pull out more commonalities 
between results of the general assessments and the assessments of the individual courses. By 
looking at the commonalities, one can find out what is effective and what is less effective in the 
department. 

5. Vince P. stated that it would be nice if we could somehow, as departments, support each other 
and share findings within departments/across campus so that we can encourage students from 
our own departments to take classes in other departments on campus that will help them 
augment a skill or improve upon some of the weaknesses found within our own areas (e.g. taking 
a General Ed. Art class can help improve the lack of creative problem-solving skills that are found 
in Childhood Education students).  Janet Y. liked the idea of the departments sharing their findings 
across campus. 

6. Janet Y. went through the items under the “Action & Follow-Up” section of the example PLO and 
stated that it is okay to enter an action even if, after thinking it through, it is decided that it is not 
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a good idea or will not work; the explanation of why it is not a good idea is what one would enter 
as a “Follow-Up”.  

B. Janet Y. stated that what is most interesting to her is that when we used to use CurricuNet, one would 
enter the Action Item, but not really follow-up on the action since we could not get back into it. In 
contrast, when we enter Action Items in TracDat, we are able to enter Action due dates, which will 
force us to follow-through on these actions and document our findings and information under 
“Follow-Up”. 

 
V. SAO Assessments (Robin Dreizler - PowerPoint) 

 Robin Dreizler presented information on Service Area Outcomes (SAO) Assessments, which fall under the 
Student & Community Advancement (SCA) area, under Vice President Dr. Jeannie Nishime.  SAOs came 
about because it was difficult to differentiate between Student Learning Outcomes that were course-
related vs. Student Learning Outcomes that were student service-related, so they changed the term to 
Service Area Outcomes (SAOs). 

A. This document identifies those programs that submit a Program Review. (See attached, El Camino 
College and El Camino College Compton Center - Student & Community Advancement - Proposed 
Entities for Service Area Outcomes.) 
1. The Vice President is charged to get the college to the number of SAOs that are listed on the right 

side of the document.  In general, most of these programs had up to 1 less than the number 
shown on the document. 

2. Project Success and Puente Project (under Counseling), were exempt from doing SAOs up to this 
year. 

3. Although they have not entered many of these programs’ SAOs into TracDat, the programs have 
been working their SAOs since the onset and a lot of the SAOs are regularly assessed; some 
programs like First Year Experience (FYE) has done 3 SAOs every semester.  They are on strong 
ground in terms of what they are doing with SAOs; the intent now is to get them into TracDat. 

B. Robin D. received some training from Bob K. and they then went through some training sessions with 
the intent of inviting a couple of people who are really strong with software and programs, like Vicki 
Lockridge (Assessment/Testing Center) and David Brown (EOP&S).  Once Vicki L. finished the training, 
she developed a step-by-step guide to be used in the future.  (See attached, Instructions for TracDat 
Data Entry.) 

C. Robin D. shared a document that is posted on the Learning Outcomes website, under Service Area 
Outcomes, that is used as a template for assessing Service Area Outcomes.  The intent is to take this 
Word document and transfer the information to TracDat.  (See attached form, El Camino College - 
Service Area Outcomes (SAO) Assessment Report.) 

D. Currently, all the individual Student & Community Advancement (SCA) websites do have a Service 
Area Outcome link, and you can see the SAO statement, at the very least; and in many cases you can 
see the last full assessment, which is in PDF format.  SCA’s intent is to have an SAO website similar to 
the SLO website, showing all the programs and their SAOs.   

E. SAOs align with Strategic Initiatives and ILOs.  Because SAOs align more with student services than 
course-level SLOs, alignment grids did not work in the past. 

F. Technically, about one-third of their Program Review is devoted to Service Area Outcomes, addressing 
SAOs and their assessments, and recommendations from those SAOs are put into the Program Review 
itself so it is not stand-alone but part of the programming cycle. 
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G. Bob K. asked Robin D. to provide examples of SAOs.  Robin D. gave the following examples: 

1. EOP&S:  They assessed the number of students who took advantage of tutorial services offered 
through EOPS, measured the number of hours that they met with tutors and then matched that 
up with the students’ GPA, showing a direct correlation between tutoring services and GPA 
improvement. 

2. Assessment/Testing Center:  Vicki Lockridge has, over the years, done everything she can to try to 
get students to prepare to take the Placement Test instead of walking in “cold”, so that they can 
do as well as they can and place as high as they should the first time, without having to re-take the 
test.  They have tried a number of ways to get the information to the students to prepare for the 
test, but the basic background questions that they ask students prior to being assessed still 
indicate that they are not preparing.  They are going to continue to work on it and try to get 
students to prepare and are hopeful that the new online orientation, specifically on the section on 
Assessments, will address some those issues.   

H. Karen W. asked if they have SAO assessment timeline cycles.   Robin D. stated that the timeline cycles 
depend on the program.  For example, with Outreach, they have an annual timeline, where they 
address what SAOs they will implement in the Fall, they assess them during the Fall and Spring 
semesters, and they reflect back in May/June.  And then there are some programs that do their 
assessments every semester (e.g. FYE).  At the very least, it's an annual timeline cycle.   

 
VI. Communication ILO Rubrics (Karen Whitney - PowerPoint) 

Follow-up of discussion from the last ALC meeting.  Proposed plan for assessing “Communication” ILO—
taking two approaches to gather data:  (1) gather data from SLO and PLO assessments that correspond 
with “Communication” from Fall 2013 to Fall 2014 and (2) Apply the common rubric to Spring 2015 
assessments.  (See attached, Communication ILO Assessment - Spring 2015.) 

A. Facilitators got together last week and looked over a lot of rubrics and the conclusion they came to is 
that any kind of communication, whether it be written, artistic, spoken, or signed, should have these 
three traits (see attached, Synoptic Communication Rubric). 

 1. Organization/Structure 
 Visual structure; composition; flow of ideas leading to a conclusion; thesis, paragraph 

organization 
 ASL:  Fingerspelling, movement, fluency 

 2. Delivery 
 Skills/Technical skills; verbal/non-verbal skills; syntax; clarity; mechanics; phonology, sentence 

types 
3. Substantive Content 
 Research/Support; sources/evidence 
 Adequate and appropriate data; accuracy; original and creative content 
 ASL lexicon:  Vocabulary, accuracy, semantics, idiom 

B. Karen W. stated that for spoken and written communication, it is pretty clear, but for artistic and 
signed (ASL), need to get more feedback from the Fine Arts division and Dipte Patel for Sign Language.  
Karen W. will follow up with Fine Arts and Sign Language. 

C. Timeline:  Bob K. suggested having the rubric finalized and the alignment matrices forwarded to 
Institutional Research (IR) this week, in order to have it ready by Spring 2015. 

D. Argelia A. asked who would be filling in the bubble sheet.  Karen W. stated that whoever is already 
scheduled to do an assessment of SLOs that aligns with the Communication ILO, will be filling out the 
bubble sheet. 
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VII. Next meeting – February 9, 2015 
 
VIII. Adjournment 
 Meeting was adjourned at 3:51 p.m. 
 

FALL 2014 ALC  Meetings 
Mondays, 2:30 to 4:00 pm 

Admin 131  
 

September 8, 2014 
September 22, 2014 

October 13, 2014 
October 27, 2014 

November 24, 2014 
December 8, 2014 

 

Facilitator Train-the-Trainer 
Sessions 

Tuesdays 1:00 to 2:00 pm 
DE 162 or 

Library West Basement, Rm. 19 
 

October 14, 2014 
 November 25, 2014 
 December 2, 2014 

“Working” Workshop:  Entering SLO 
Assessments into TracDat 

Library Basement West 
Friday, December 5, 2014, 1-2pm 

Wednesday, December 10, 2014, 3-4pm 
Thursday, December 11, 2014, 1-2pm 

Upcoming Deadlines 
 

Fall 2014 Assessments - 
February 9, 2015 
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ALC Recommendations 
For Best Practices: 

Adjuncts and the  SLO 
Process  

 
The following has been compiled by the ALC after reviewing effective SLO practices, 
specifically those that improve SLO communication with our adjunct faculty. 
 
General Recommendations: 
 Communicate to all faculty that the most updated information regarding 

statements and timelines is in TracDat. 
 Personal communication between adjuncts and faculty course leads is the most 

successful approach, both in communicating assessment expectations, as well 
as follow-up on the results and action plan(s).  

 Department reps and faculty leads are not responsible for performing the 
assessment or entering information into TracDat per se (reasonable exceptions 
could include multi-section assessments). 

 
Procedural Recommendations: 
 Flex Day communication – hard copy packet:  

� SLO statements  
� Specific SLO assessment for that semester with lead faculty name 
� Training schedule for the semester 

 
 By mid-semester – Dept. reps/faculty leads communicate with adjuncts: 

� Rubric 
� Recommended method of assessment 

 
 Follow-up email from lead faculty (by Week 12): 

� Same SLO assessment information as above  
� Link to SLO website for TracDat template/link and resources 

 

 
Drafted Fall 2014 

 



Unit Assessment Report - Four Column
El Camino College

El Camino: PLOs (BSS) - Childhood Education

PLOs Assessment Methods & Standard and Rubric
/ Tasks Results Action & Follow-Up

El Camino: PLOs (BSS) - Childhood Education
- PLO #4 Designing Environments for Children
- Students design, implement and evaluate
environments and activities that support positive
developmental play and learning outcomes for
all children
PLO Assessment Cycle:
2013-14 (Spring 2014)

Input Date:
07/05/2013

PLO Status:
Active

Assessment Method Description:
Students are observed weekly and formally
evaluated by the Practicum Instructor and the
Mentor Teacher at midterm and again at the end
of the semester.
Assessment Method:
Field Work/Internship
Standard and Rubric:
100% of students will score a 2, 3 or 4 on the
rubric
 80% will score a 3 or 4 on the rubric.

 Final Eval with Rubric is attached.

Related Documents:
PLO #4 -  Final Ratings.docx

12/12/2012 - The scores from the mentor teacher and
the practicum instructor were averaged for the
categories relating to this  PLO.  80% of students scores
a 3 or 4 in in the following categories:
1.  Activity plans are developmentally appropriate.
2. Activities are well-organized.
3. Activities provide choices for children.

Students fell below the standard in the following two
categories:
1. Activities demonstrate creativity and resourcefulness.
2. Activities encourage imagination and creativity.
**Although not formally on the evaluation, several
mentors  mentioned that student teachers were not
skilled at using transitions activities effectively.  The
practicum instructor observed this as well.
Standard Met:
No
Semester of Current Assessment:
2012-13 (Fall 2012)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Janet Young
Courses Associated with PLO Assessment:
CDEV 125, 126, 169

03/25/2013 - Develop a lecture and
discussion in the practicum class on the
importance of helping children develop
their imaginations by presenting
opportunities to participate in creative
and imaginative activities.  Explain the
differences between creative art/art and
creative movement and movement.
Provide examples for each.

Follow-Up:

09/27/2013 - The lecture on
creativity and imagination was
refined and presented to the class.
Examples of creative art v art  and
creative movement v movement were
presented.
Students were reminded to review
their course portfolios prior to
developing their lesson plans at their
practicum sites.

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

02/15/2013 - Discuss the issue of
creativity with Childhood Education
faculty and discuss ways to encourage
students to be more innovative and
creative with their activity plans.

Follow-Up:

02/14/2013 - ECC and Compton
faculty met on flex day and discussed
the issue of creativity. They plan to
emphasize the need move past
typical, common activities and to
think more creatively when
developing learning activities  for
children.  The activity plan
guidelines will be revised to elicit
more creative ideas from students.

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies
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PLOs Assessment Methods & Standard and Rubric
/ Tasks Results Action & Follow-Up

02/14/2013 - College should continue to
support the Teacher Resource Room
and the SuperTutor Program so that
students can utilize the materials,
equipment and services so they can
research and develop creative and
innovative activities for the children.

Follow-Up:

09/01/2013 - CTEA funding for the
SuperTutor program was awarded to
the Department.

Action Category:
Program/College Support

03/15/2012 - Develop a group activity
on transitions.  Explain transitions,
provide examples, and then have
students brainstorms ideas in groups. As
each group reports out,  create a "class
list" of transitions and then email to all
students.

Follow-Up:

09/19/2013 - The group activity was
presented and transitions activities
were generated, class list was
developed and emailed to the
students.

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

Assessment Method Description:
Describe the Planned Program SLO Assessment
A 10-question, non-graded survey was
developed based on the developmentally
appropriate practices endorsed by the National
Association for the Education of Young Children
(NAEYC).  The questions were designed to
require high levels of critical thinking skills in
order to determine if the concepts in child
development were "developmentally
appropriate", Developmentally Inappropriate.
They were also given the opportunity to mark
"Do Not Know."  Students were given a scantron
so they could record their answers.

Assessment Method:
Exam/Test/Quiz
Standard and Rubric:

10/02/2013 - N= 217 students
Question	%  Correct
1.	87%
2.	95%
3.	94%
4.	98%
5.	86%
6.	94%
7.	97%
8.	74%
9.	96%
10.	88%
We seemed to have pretty high percentages, and we do
not believe our quiz was “too easy.”  The lowest
percentages were 74%, 86%, and 87%.
Comments/Feedback regarding these three questions is
listed below.
It appears as if our correct responses are quite high,

12/02/2014 - Ensuring the questions are
clearly understood by all learners is
vital.  When this When this SLO is
assessed in the future, we will have a
box where students can indicate if they
are an ESL student.   If we track those
particular answers, we might better be
able to support their learning by
emphasizing key terms, and making
sure that tests and projects are clear for
all learners.

Action Category:
SLO Assessment Process
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PLOs Assessment Methods & Standard and Rubric
/ Tasks Results Action & Follow-Up

It is expected that 80% of students will score
80% or above on each question.

Related Documents:
PLO #4  Assessment   10 Question
Quiz.docx

indicating that we must be covering D.A.P. in our
classroom lectures, discussions, readings, and/or
assignments.
Question Number 1 (87% correct): It is our  experience
that when the word “not” is used in quizzes/exams, that
occasionally ESL learners do not answer these
questions correctly. They often come up to my teacher
desk to ask me to clarify the “not” questions. Maybe we
should have reworded it. Also, the question might have
been interpreted as correct by some students who
understood the question to mean that you do not point
out children and their differences (ie: different culture)
which might make them feel awkward.
Question Number 5 (86% correct):This answer might
be influenced by cultural variations.  Whether or not
babies should be separated from each other might be
determined by one’s cultural background.

Question Number 8 (74% correct)I think the word
“theoretical” here might have lead some students to
believe that since theory is involved, that it must be a
“correct” answer.  It also includes a statement about
meeting the “developmental milestones” which might
lead a student to believe that the answer is true/correct
because we address this topic in classes.  It also is
worded that a child should not fall behind, which
students might support.
We believed this assessment was valid in spite of some
potential cultural influences for two of the questions.
The high percentages of correct answers indicates that
we are collectively successful teaching the subject
matter regarding D. A.P. (Developmentally Appropriate
Curriculum) in our classes.
We are not sure if allowing students to choose "Don't
Know" was appropriate. We did not have a way to
capture the difference between those who answered
incorrectly and those who listed I don't know as the
answer.
Standard Met:
No
Semester of Current Assessment:
2011-12 (Spring 2012)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Susan Baxter
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Michelle Moen, Jennifer Montgomery, Janet
Young, Paul Harley, Alec Colchico, Jocelyn
Tucker
Courses Associated with PLO Assessment:
CDEV 108, 112, 114, 116, 118, 125, 126, 169

12/02/2013 - Contact the Faculty
Development Committee and
recommend that they provide
workshops on strategies for assisting
ESL students int he classroom.

Action Category:
Program/College Support

12/02/2013 - Contact the Learning
Resource Center to find out the types of
resources available specifically to ESL
students.

Action Category:
Program/College Support

10/02/2013 - The department will
discuss the results and will integrate
each of these concepts into their
lectures and activities more thoroughly.

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies
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Assessment Method Description:
Two assessment methods will be used.   A 20-
question survey and the results from the
evaluations of Children's Day and Story Hour.
Assessment Method:
Multiple Assessments
Standard and Rubric:
80% of students will score 80% or above on each
meausure.

Related Documents:
PLO#4 Student Survey Spring 2014.doc
PLO #4 Childrens Day
Assignmnet.docx

09/09/2014 - 1.  A total of 24 students participated in
Story Hour or Children's Day the assignment was 100
points and the average was 85%. Most deductions were
due to the assignment write up, not the activity. The
standard of 85% was clearly met.
2.  Faculty developed a 20-question survey for students.
The survey was administered at the end of the Spring
semester.    The analysis for the PLO is quite extensive
and is attached.  It reflects the professor’s comments
and discussions of the main findings that led to our
action plan.  N= 247 students.
NOTE:  Based on our last assessment, we removed the
terms "not" from the survey questions as much as
possible as we believed them to be confusing
(especially for ESL students)  and removed the option
of "don't know" as an answer as we felt this did not
provide us with accurate information.
Standard Met:
No
Semester of Current Assessment:
2013-14 (Spring 2014)
Faculty Assessment Leader:
Janet Young
Faculty Contributing to Assessment:
Susan Baxter and Michelle Moen
Courses Associated with PLO Assessment:
CDEV 104, 108, 112, 114, 115,  117,  119, 125,
126, 131, 169

Related Documents:
PLO #4 SP 2014 Data Analysis.docx

12/11/2018 - When this PLO is assesses
again, limit the respondents to students
who have completed a certain amount
of units ( 12-15-18)?   This seems more
fair and would give us cleaner data
overall when this is assessed again.

Action Category:
SLO/PLO Assessment Process

08/01/2017 - Restore the Child
Development Center as an ECC Lab
School

Action Category:
Program/College Support

08/25/2016 - Develop Department
Philosophy Statements on Key Topics
such as Media, School Readiness,
Spanking, TV, Brain Development

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

12/12/2014 - Integrate the terms and
examples of Developmentally
Appropriate Practices (DAP) and
Inappropriate Practices (DIP)in classes
in a more “intentional” manner.

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

12/01/2014 - Secure Funding for
SuperTutors from the College

Action Category:
Program/College Support

12/01/2014 - Develop “Important
Terms" Check List

Action Category:
Teaching Strategies

10/15/2014 - Meet with PACE Site
Supervisor to develop a working
relationships with PACE as observation
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and practicum site to allow students
much needed practical experiences.

Action Category:
Program/College Support
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                      El Camino College/Compton Education Center   
                  Child Development 169 
                 Final Evaluation Form 

 
                   
 
 

 
                                                                  Rating Criteria 
1 - Little or No Growth Observed in this Area  (Substantial Improvement Needed) 
2 - Some Growth Observed (Still Needs to Work on this Area) 
3 - Substantial Growth Observed  (Student Demonstrates Basic Competency in this Area) 
4 - Mastery  (Student is Consistently Proficient in this Area) 
 

 
N= 5 Final Rating  

 
Professional Qualities 

 
N/A 

 
1 

 
2 

 
3 

 
4 

Arrives on Time     100% 
Stays for the Entire Period     100% 
Dresses Appropriately     100% 
Follows Through on Commitments       100% 
Is Flexible When Routines or Plans Change      100% 
Demonstrates Resourcefulness     20%  80% 
Demonstrates a Professional Attitude      100% 
Demonstrates Confidence    40% 60% 
Reflects Upon Own Performance in Order to 
Improve 

    100% 

Working with Adults  

Communicates Effectively with Other Adults    20% 80% 
Cooperates with Other Adults     100% 
Accepts Direction and Suggestions     100% 
Anticipates When Help is Needed     20% 80% 
Asks for Help When Needed     20% 80% 
Working  with Children 
 
Creates a Warm and Accepting Environment     100% 
Uses Encouraging Language     100% 
Engages Children in Conversation as 
appropriate 

    100% 

Speaks Clearly and Appropriately      100% 
Safety Measures are Followed     100% 
Health Measures are Followed     100% 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 



  

Program Learning Outcome #4  
Designing Environments for Child 

Spring 2014 

PLO Statement: Students design, implement and evaluate environments and activities that support 
positive developmental play and learning outcomes for all children. 

 

Two methods were used to assess this PLO.   

1.  A total of 24 students participated in Story Hour or Children's Day the assignment was 100 points and 
the average was 85%. Most deductions were due to the assignment write up, not the activity. The 
standard of 85% was clearly met.  

2.  Faculty developed a 20-question survey for students. The survey was administered at the end of the 
Spring semester.    The analysis for the PLO is quite extensive and is attached.  It reflects the professor’s 
comments and discussions of the main findings.  N= 247 students.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.  Percentage of correct answers for each of the 20 questions.  

 

N=  

 

SB – I think 70 or 75% is fair. I thing 50% is realistic but not politically smart.  I think it is our student 
population not our teaching. I think the answers reflect the cultural ideologies embedded in our student’s 
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experiences.  I think that most or hands on learners not academics and only a portion of what we say and 
they read gets absorb.  I think the results are an indication of things to come with out actual experience…. 
Do I hear LAB SCHOOL!!!  Yes I do.     If we had a program where they could take their activity plans and 
see them in action, run a circle and lose the kids interest and plan for a 15 min circle lasted only 5 minutes 
(thank you first circle of my life in JC in 1st field placement).  If we had a population that was raised in 
middle to upper income (Orange Coast, Santa Barbara) and had an active best practices Lab School then 
85% is responsible measure.  We teach at 95% but we can only work with what we have and we have a lot 
because of our dedication not support from the College so 70 or 75% is reasonable. 

Lastly, when I think of the student population in my class and Michelle’s class between ELL who may not 
understand the subtleness of the questions and the range of skill in our special resource students, who 
we all care for and support, well… it is just what it is and it is not 85% ( : 

 We are not surveying graduating students.  We include CD 104 which is a non pre-req class.  This is a JC, 
not 4 year or graduate school.  I think we forget that sometimes.  Being told something once or twice is 
not going to create an understanding.  They need mentorship, hands on, Lab schools and repetition to 
take key cultural concepts and reframe them (like TV) 

JY:   I think we should strive for 80% as an ultimate goal. Perhaps we should only conduct the assessment 
for students who have taken a certain amount of units – perhaps 12-15-18?   This seems more fair and 
would give us cleaner data overall.  

Plus as we have been developing these types of information collection with SLO and program review, I 
have come to realize that students can answer based on what is the common practice not what they are 
being taught in their cultures. I think this is evident in a number of answers 4,8,12,17.  We have them a 
few hours a week they have media and common cultural practice many times a week and if you sit you 
child down in front of PBS, everyone tells you that “educational TV” is good.  It says educational. A 3 to 6 
hour lecture on the impact of media is not going to alter the behavior of belief because we said so. The 
culture we serve likes worksheets for children.  I do not know why, but I have read enough of them in 
activity plans. 

Another point is we are teaching a population that has not been given the educational opportunities that 
would encourage critical thinking skills and strong reading skills and permission to be passionate about 
something.  I say this because in some ways the concepts we are teaching in our classes they have no 
vocabulary for, they do not even have the language to process the concept we are asking them to 
consider.  It feels so remedial sometimes.  I ask the students why is it important that children learn 
through exploration.  Then I realize that many of the students do not really understand  what exploration 
is or how to identify their own explorative behaviors.  So before I can even ask the question and start 
digging in to the art of exploration, (where we should all be at by JC curriculum class) I need to develop a 
schema for exploration to even put the task of digging into the work of exploration and child 
development.  Does that make sense?  I think this would account for things like block play, as you noted…. 
Again LAB SCHOOL… which I also addressed in my SLO. 

When I actually look at what they 

 

 



  

 

 

 
Questions % Correct 

True 1. Early childhood educators believe that play is the primary way that young children develop and 
learn, as well as a reflection of what they know and can do. 
 
JY:  Hooray 

94% 

False 2 .As a group of children play in the sandbox they develop physically as they fill and carry large 
buckets; socially as they share materials; and emotionally as they experience themselves as capable and 
competent; however, little cognitive development takes place.  
 
 

82% 

True 3. Creating an environment that is safe, healthy, and stimulating is a primary responsibility of 
teachers of young children. 
 
JY:  Hooray 

96% 

False 4. To prepare for kindergarten, throughout their last year in preschool, children should practice 
activities such as standing in lines, raising hands before speaking, doing worksheets, and other 
seatwork. 
JY:  Yikes…perhaps a little of this the last couple of weeks…not their last year.   
SB – I would figure a 60 % would be more comfortable… as a holistic teacher on the other end of the 
spectrum, I see this belief all the time in class discussion.  It is like spanking, or boys playing with dolls, I 
sit there and think uh? It is 2014, how can this still be a debate? I think fear, fear of not succeeding in 
school (kindergarten readiness is the foundation of preschool sell to parents) fear of losing power and 
the child growing up with no morality, fear of their child “getting gay”…. We are teaching against more 
than just lack of knowledge. 
MM: I think my CDEV 108 students would ALL get the importance of leaving worksheets out of the 
preschool classroom. We go over it regularly AND I have them do a fantastic activity where they get to 
actually experience the difference (learning about apples via worksheets vs. Other ways).  This organic 
learning experience really seems to make a difference on them. They talk about it all semester. Literally. 
Most all of them.  So just mentioning it 50 times in my other classes doesn’t seem to make it stick, but 
this experience in CDEV 108 seems to do the trick.  It goes along with what Susan said about reframing 
them taking time and authentic experiences themselves. 
 
 

40% 

True 5. Young children are learning all the time. The materials in an early childhood    
environment can be considered the child’s “textbook.” The environment is a powerful tool for learning. 
SB See, put this against TV, or kindy, they are getting it just not all the layers yet?  
JY:  Good strong number/  
MM: To be honest, I don’t think students totally understand the importance of the environment as a 
teaching tool. I’ve been working on methods to help  them get there.  Still have a lot of work to do on it 
though. In spite of this high percentage, I’m not overly excited. I think they got the answer because they 
hear us say it over and over and over and over….but I doubt they really “get it.” This is where the lab 
school would come in handy. 

92% 

False 6. Block play can contribute to motor coordination, strength development and enhance 
imagination but does not support learning cognitive concepts and how to read and write. 
 
JY:  We thought this one might be tricky.  If they haven’t seen a really good block area with signs and 
other materials they might not know that they can be developing pre-reading and writing skills.  

64% 



  

SB: I would submit that some who answer this questions could not even define what pre reading and 
writing skills are let alone how it relates to blocks.  In CD 114, I do a piece that requires them to come 
up with examples of observable behaviors for key terms, like emotional regulation, self help skills, 
curiosity, and temperament.  The point is to see if they know them (which they should or at least how 
to look the key terms up to refresh).  A significant number do not know or look them up.  This term I am 
going to put in the instructions if you are unfamiliar with the key term being used in this questions 
please go back to you CD 103 notes, texts and refresh your memory (or something like that) 
MM: Susan, you make a good point.  This semester I was shocked when one of my former students from 
CDEV 119 (Lang. Arts) last fall made some comment in class (this spring) that did NOT mesh at all with 
what I had hoped she had learned in CDEV 119. I was sooo sad. It got me thinking how I can take CDEV 
119 to the next level and help them understand more of these key terms, concepts, etc.  
 
 
False 7.  A writing center would not be appropriate in a classroom for older 3-year-olds and young 4-
year-olds because they are not yet ready to learn how to write. 
 
 

82% 

False 8. Computers are especially valuable in an early childhood program because they provide drill and 
practice on skills and concepts children need to master before they will be able to use math concepts 
and be able to read and write. 
 
JY:  This surprises me.  I am going to talk about this more in all of my classes.  
 
SB: technology, the wave of the future, it is in their lives every day, getting into to Harvard.  Who is 
going to say NO to computers? The students who already have the framework to understand the tender 
arteries of Child Development and brain development?  Maybe we need to build a brain development 
model to string across all the classes so by the time they get to practicum they are well informed.  
Talking about it in all of our classes would be good.  Again maybe one of our Actions for the PLO could 
be to have a workshop day (flex hours) to set up some departmental policies on media, technology, 
play.  We can make posters (me do) and get quotes and put them up in TRR.  We could also print out 
our philosophies or policies and put them in the inner office with all the matrixes’  
Interesting ideas you have.  I think we all need to talk about it more in our classes.  Again, I want to 
come up with a way for them to experience it (computer  versus concrete materials/experiences).  Even 
when we have a solid discussion about it in class, there are many students who disagree with my stance 
on avoiding tv and computers in preschools. Yes, we need to collectively figure out some options on  
marketing our philosophies about it. 
 

72% 

True 9. Sensorial learning involves using sight, hearing, touch, taste, smell, and kinesthetic awareness to 
explore activities and the environment.  
 
 

97% 

False 10. The creative arts curriculum is not considered as essential as other curriculum areas because it 
does not lead to improved academic success in later school years. 
 
 

87% 

True 11. It is developmentally appropriate and very natural for children to learn to sing simple songs, 
play simple rhythm instruments, and even perform these things for others. 
 
  

97% 

False 12.  Young children can benefit from abstract teaching methods such as worksheets, lectures, and 
drills, provided the teacher is positive and sensitive to the children’s responses. 
 

53% 



  

JY:  I think the “positive” and “sensitive”  wording through them off --- but they should know better. 
MM: WHAT????????? Again, I am alarmed the percentage is so low. I am certain the percentage would 
be 98% in my CDEV 108 (see my green comments for question #4) but in my other classes, I guess I can 
see why the percentage is lower.   Also, not sure if the term “abstract teaching methods” threw anyone 
off????  Or the word “drills?” 
 
True 13. While implementing an activity plan, teachers need to remain flexible so that they can modify 
their plans based on children’s interests and the unplanned events that may change the direction of the 
unit. 
JY:  Hooray – Delighted that so many got this one correct.  
 
 

94% 

True 14. When including children with special needs in the classroom, teachers may need to reexamine 
the learning environment, schedule, curriculum, and teaching materials. 
 
 

89% 

Multiple Choice 
15. Today we believe play 

a. is of critical importance in the development of physical strength, but time spent in play must 
be balanced carefully with learning activities. 

 b. is only occasionally engaged in after the preschool years. 
 c. helps children develop in all domains: physical, social, emotional, and cognitive. 
 
 

85% 

16. Water, sand, mud, dough, and clay are 
 a. manipulative materials. 
 b. only appropriate for use in the outdoors. 
 c. sensory materials. 
 d. inappropriate in early childhood program. 
 
JY:  I think they just need a quick lesson in nomenclature here.   
MM: I agree. 

62% 

17. Television programs are  
 a. not recommended for infants, toddlers, and younger preschoolers because of their 

potential distraction to true learning experiences.   
b. allowable in early childhood programs for the first hour each morning and the last hour each 

day to ease the children into and out of the school day and to give the staff time to set-up 
and clean-up. 

c. acceptable for children as young as 2 years old if they have educational merit (e.g. Baby 
Einstein videos). 

MM: Again, my previous green comments can be restated here too. 

75% 

18. Developmentally appropriate curriculum 
 a. considers the various aspects of child development, individual differences, and the families 

and culture of the children in the program. 
 b. refers to whether the school adopts a curriculum that is field tested and approved as 

appropriate for the age group you are teaching. 
 c. specifically teaches the knowledge and skills emphasized on age-related testing.  
MM: I need to be more intentional about using the phrase “dev. approp. Curr” in ALL of my classes. I 

talk about it in the various  classes, but don’t press into it as hard as I  might in CDEV 108.  
Hummmmm…. 

 

73% 

19. Small (fine) muscle development involves 71% 



  

 a. the child's ability to receive and use sensory input through moving, touching, seeing, hearing, 
smelling, and tasting. 

 b. learning to coordinate the hands and fingers. 
 c.    the child's ability to use the arms, legs, and torso with speed, grace and precision. 
 
JY:  Really – they missed this one??? Another lesson in nomenclature need here. Especially because it 

says “fine”  and “small.”  
MM: I’m totally shocked on this percentage.   Truly. 

20. The development of creativity in young children is dependent on 
 a. their talent and intelligence. 
 b. direct teacher instruction (teaching them how to use creative tools.) 
 c. having teachers who are competent artists, dancers, and musicians and are trained in 

methods for teaching these abilities to young children. 
d. the availability of an environment, materials, experiences, and relationships that            
support creative development and aesthetic appreciation. 
 
 

85% 

 
ACTIONS: (suggestions for contemplation and evolution) 

• Lab school…  
• Departmental Philosophy of Policy statements - sheets, facts (research based)? for current 

key topics in field: 
 i.e., Media, School Readiness, Spanking, TV, Brain Development (not sure if this would 
change the dynamics of discussions in a positive or challenging way) 

• identify key terms that need documented repetition for all classes to build schema of 
professional language and understanding  

 
I love this idea.  We should have a list of key terms that gets handed out in each class each 
semester.  The same list for EVERY class to use.  Love it!  I will start it this endeavor in the next 
week and get a draft to you soon. 
 
 
 

• maybe an “assessment check” at the start of each class to identify knowledge base… ie 
domains of development ages and stages, Piaget, Maslow, Bronfenbrenner, 
scaffolding/guided participation and some critical key terms, Gross motor fine motor, 
language rich environment, sensory … well you get the idea.. Anonymous?, names? Not 
sure… just to help us know where to build from in each class as each class has its own 
life, (Michelle , I am thinking how your CD 117 class compositions the term would be a 
perfect example) 

 
 

• Super tutors…. Leave this to you Janet! 
That is all I have for now!! S 



   
 

El Camino College and El Camino College Compton Center 
Student & Community Advancement 
 
Proposed Entities for Service Area Outcomes* 
*Each program required to submit a Program Review is required to have at least three (3) Service Area 
Outcomes (SAOs) and at least one for each entity within their unit – see below. 
 

1. Admissions & Records…………………………………………………………………………………………………….4 SAOs 
• SAO #1 - Evaluations 
• SAO #2 - Registration 
• SAO #3 - Residency 
• SAO #4 - Transcripts 
 

2. Assessment and Testing………………………………………………………………………………………………….3 SAOs 
 

3. Athletics……………………………..................…………………………………………………………………………..3 SAOs 
 

4. California Work Opportunity and Responsibility to Kids Act (CalWORKs)………………………..3 SAOs 
 

5. Community Advancement (ECC only)…………………………………………………………………………..…3 SAOs 
• SAO #1 - Community Education 
• SAO #2 - Contract Education 
• SAO #3 - Community Education or Contract Education 

 
6. Counseling……………………….……………………………………………………………..….ECC 6 SAOs/COM 3 SAOs 

• SAO #1 - Career Center 
• SAO #2 - General Counseling 
• SAO #3 - Project Success (ECC only) 
• SAO #4 - Puente Project (ECC only) 
• SAO #5 - Student Enhancement Program (ECC only) 
• SAO #6 - Transfer Center 

 
7. Extended Opportunity Programs and Services (EOPS)…………………………………………………….3 SAOs 

• SAO #1 - Cooperative Agencies Resources for Education (CARE) 
• SAO #2 - EOPS 
• SAO #3 - EOPS or CARE 

 
8. Financial Aid…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..3 SAOs 

 
9. First Year Experience……………………………………………………………………………………………………...3 SAOs 

 
10. Foster Care…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…3 SAOs 



   
 

 
11. Foundation and Scholarship (ECC only)………………………………………………………………………..…3 SAOs 

 
12. Grants (ECC only)………..………………………………………………………………………………………………….3 SAOs 

 
13. International Student Program (ECC only)……………………………………………………………………...3 SAOs 

• SAO #1 - El Camino Language Academy (ECLA) 
• SAO #2 - International Student Program (ISP) 
• SAO #3 - ECLA or ISP 

 
14. Institutional Research & Planning………………………………………………………………………………..…3 SAOs 

 
15. Outreach and School Relations/Enrollment Services………………………………………………………3 SAOs 

 
16. Special Resource Center (ECC Compton Center only)…………………………………………………..…3 SAOs 

 
17. Student Development/Student Life…………………………………………………… ECC 4 SAOs/COM 3 SAOs 

• SAO #1 - Associated Student Body/Associated Student Organization 
• SAO #2 - Auxiliary Services Board (ECC only) 
• SAO #3 - Inter-Club Council (ECC only) 
• SAO #4 - Student Discipline 

 
18. Veterans Affairs (ECC only)………………………………..……………………………………………………………3 SAOs 

 
 

El Camino College 
SAO Grand Total: 56 
 
El Camino College Compton Center 
SAO Grand Total: 40 



INSTRUCTIONS FOR TracDat Data Entry 
(per TRAINING – 6/12/14 – 1:00 – 2:17pm –Bob Klier/Robin Dreizler 

 
Click on Google Chrome.  (Best with Google Chrome or Firefox; IE not recommended.) 
 
Go to ECC Home Page.  (Type www.elcamino.edu into Google browser.) 
 
Click on Learning Outcomes under Information. 
 
Click on TracDat in left column. 
 
Log in using regular ECC User ID and Password. 
 
For Assessment & Testing:  At top of screen:  Selected Unit:  El Camino:  SAO’s (SCA) – 
Assessment & Testing  (Otherwise, select your Unit from drop-down menu.  SAO Units are at 
bottom of listing.) 
 
Click on Unit Plan tab (top row). 
 
 Click on Add New SAO (at bottom of page). 
 
  Enter SAO Name and SAO. 
  Click on Academic Year. 
  Click on SAO status (Active vs Inactive). 
  Enter Input Date. 
  Leave Inactive Date blank for now. 
  Click on Save Changes (at bottom of page).   
   [Be sure and save everything, as the program does not automatically 
    save entries like Plan-Builder does.  At top of screen, it will say, “SAO 
    saved”.] 
 
Click on Related ILO’s and Strategic Initiatives (second row). 
 
 Check appropriate items. 
 Click on Save Changes. 
 
Click on Assessment Methods (second row). 
 
 Click on Add New Method(s) Used To Measure SAO (at bottom of page). 
 
  Click on drop-down menu and choose Assessment Type. 
  Describe Method(s) Used To Measure SAO. 
  Indicate Target/Standard For SAO.  
  List Participants in SAO Assessment. 
  [There should be a check mark in Active box.] 
  Click on Save Changes. 
 
 [At top of screen, it will say “Methods(s) Used to Measure SAO” saved.]   
 
To change info – go back to SAO’s, edit. 

http://www.elcamino.edu/


 
 
Click on Assessment Results & Analysis tab (top row). 
 Click on Add Assessment Results & Analysis (bottom of page). 
 Click on select to the right of appropriate SAO (if more than one is listed). 
 Click on select option again. 
 
 In box for Assessment Results & Analysis, enter short “executive summary” of SAO 
  results. 
 
 Click on Date. 
 
 Indicate if Target/Standard Met (Yes or No) 
 Choose Year of Current Assessment 
 Click on Save Changes. 
 
  [Does not say “saved”, but Save Changes is greyed out.] 
 
 Click on add Planned Action 
  (half-way down on the right) 
 
  Add one action at a time.  (Don’t add too many.) 
  (Separate, brief, concrete.) 
  
 Click on Save changes. 
  [There is a add Follow-Up option to the far right.] 
 
Click on Reports. 
 Unit Assessment Report – Four Columns 
 Click on run.  Do not fill in any of the fields, just click on Open Report. 
 
To add documents: 
 Click on Documents. 
 Select Related Documents. 
 Click on File, browse, choose and open document, save.  
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
To go BACK a screen– use top left tab at screen where it says TracDat Enterprise v4 8.8. 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 



El Camino College 
Service Area Outcomes (SAO) Assessment Report 

College Mission: El Camino College offers quality, comprehensive educational programs and services to 
ensure the educational success of students from our diverse community. 

SCA/Administrative 
Unit 

 Date of Report:    
Enter the date this report was 
completed. 

SAO Statement(s) Enter a SAO # followed by a 2-3 word description of the SAO (e.g. "SAO #1 - Applying Career 
Knowledge ").  Then, enter your complete SAO statement here. 

SAO is Aligned with Strategic Initiatives (check all that apply): 

A □         B □         C □          D □          E □          F □          G □ 
SAO is Aligned with Institutional Learning Outcomes (check all that apply): 

ILO 1 □         ILO 2 □         ILO 3 □          ILO 4 □ 
Participants in SAO 

Assessment 
List all personnel who have been involved in this assessment. 

Method(s) Used To 
Measure SAO 

□ Data Analysis     □ Focus Group     □ Pre-/Post-Test 
□ Survey/Questionnaire 
Choose an item that most closely relates to your assessment method. In a sentence or two, describe 
the planned course SAO assessment. 

Target/Standard For 
SAO 

Describe the target you will use to determine success in your assessment.  This target for student 
success should be based on a clear standard. For example: BASED ON PERCENTAGE – “It is expected 
that 85% of students will score 75% or above on the post-test.”  BASED ON RUBRIC – “It is expected 
that 75% of students will score 4 or above on the rubric for this SAO.” 

Frequency/Timeline 
of Assessment 

Select the semester and year this SAO is scheduled to be assessed. You may select multiple 
semesters. 

Assessment Results 
and Analysis 

What are the results of your assessments? Provide the assessment data. Summarize the patterns 
observed in the data. What were the most important findings? 

Target Met/Not 
Met 

□ Yes     □ No   
Was the target you set in the Target/Standard For SAO section met?  Note: We have as much to 
learn from meeting our targets as we do in not meeting them. This process is about continuous 
improvement. 

Planned Actions as 
a Result of 

Assessment & 
Analysis 

If assessment results indicate any needed changes, describe them here. Describe any needed 
changes in delivery of services, any needed resources/support from the program/college, and any 
needed changes to the SAO process.  For any Planned Actions, list the date you plan to have this 
action completed. 

Follow-Up on 
Previous Planned 

Actions  

Review any previous Assessment Data, Analysis, and Actions and compare to current Assessment 
Data and Analysis. Were the preceding Actions implemented?  Describe any changes to student 
learning/behavior and any impact of the previous Actions.  Have the Planned Actions been changed 
based on any new data or analysis?  Have any additional Actions been added or implemented? 

 
You may attach any documentation related to the SAO and/or SAO assessment (e.g. rubric, survey questions) as a 
‘Related Document’ in TracDat. 
 
How to Use this Template: If you wish, you may fill out this template and transfer the information into TracDat once it 
is complete. This is a WORD document.  Fields will expand as you type. 
 
How to Log into TracDat: https://elcamino.tracdat.com.  Use your ECC or Compton log-in and password. 

Last Revised 5.28.2014 
 

https://elcamino.tracdat.com/
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Communication ILO Assessment
Spring 2015

Data from 
SLO/PLO 

Assessments 
from Fall 2013 

– Fall 2014

Application of 
Common 
Rubric to 

Spring 2015 
Assessments

Communication 
ILO 

Assessment

• Pull data from already completed assessments that align 
with Communication ILO.

• Look for commonalities in results, action plans.

• Pros: data from longer period of time
• Cons: More labor intensive

Data from 
SLO/PLO 

Assessments 
from Fall 2013 –

Fall 2014
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• Collect rubrics now
• Create common rubric for each type of communication

• 5 point Likert scale

• Distribute rubrics at beginning of spring 2015 (IR determines sample)

• Instructors able to adjust their typical assessments to use this rubric – i.e. 
simultaneous SLO/ILO assessment

• Results gathered on a detailed bubble sheet
• Student specific 
• Ask about assessment method
• Ask about teaching methodology/services used

Application 
of Common 

Rubric to 
Spring 2015 

Assessments

Sample bubble sheet
Trait #1 Trait #2 Trait #3

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
Student 1

Student 2

Student 3

Student 4

Student 5

Student 6

Student 7

Method of 
Assessment

Teaching
Methods 
Support 
Services
Used 
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Possible Outcomes
• Know where we are successful and where we can improve.
• Connecting scores to specific students will allow us to look 

at demographics, credits earned (demonstrate 
improvement), majors, foundation courses taken, and 
placement exams as a baseline. Perhaps connect to SEP.

• Break data down according to assessment method. Help us 
make directives for better assessment planning.

• Discover what types of instruction are being used in 
communication.  Highlight successful practices.

• Discover what types of services are being utilized in 
teaching communication.  Highlight successful service 
areas.

• Report to Board.

Discover Best Practices:
Good 

Communication

Written

Tutors

Innovative 
Assignments

Flipped 
classroom 

model

Artistic

Open labs

Gallery 
attendance

Spoken

Multiple 
speaking 

opportunities

Rubrics

Signed
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Synoptic 
Communication 
Rubric

Communication Trait 1 2 3 4 5
Organization
 Thesis/purpose
 Flow of ideas
 Intro/body/conclusion
 Artistic composition

Delivery
 Verbal, Syntax
 Non-verbal
 Artistic individual 

expression fosters 
reflection in audience

 Technical use of medium

Substantive Content
 Adequate and 

appropriate data
 Research/support
 Accuracy of content
 Artistic 

creativity/originality

Standard and goal: 80% 
of students assessed 
will achieve 70% or 
better (3 or higher in 
each area) 

Organization/
Structure

Composition of
artistic 

structure

Flow of ideas 
leading to a 
Conclusion

Thesis, 
paragraph 

organization

Grammatical 
Structure/

linguistics(ASL)
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Delivery
Effects 

reflection in 
audience

Technical skill

Verbal/
non-verbal 

skills

Syntax/
Proper 

audience

Clarity
(ASL-use of 

signing space) 

Mechanics

Phonology, correct 
pronunciation, non-

manual signs-
appropriate 

movement,  clausal 
boundaries, prosodic 

information (ASL) 

Substantive 
Content

Adequate/
appropriate data

Accuracy

Original and 
creative content

Lexicon (ASL): 
vocabulary, 
accuracy, 

semantics, idiom, 
fingerspelling

Sources/evidence 
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• Could break down research/support into two areas:
• Content (accuracy, purpose)
• Critical thinking (research, data, evidence) 
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